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CANONICAL HOMOLOGY OF PARTITIONS 

Abd El-Sattar A. Dabbour, Fayza Abd E I-Halim and Nawal Sayed 

It is well known that the most widespread cohomology theory applica
ble in su쩌cient l y wide categories of topological spaces is the Alexandrov
éech ∞homology theory, [7], [8J. Certain other theories are equivalent to 
the Alexandrov-éech theory provided that in every case we ∞nfine our
selves to paracompact spaces; a detailed analysis of which can be found in 
the survey paper of éogosvili , [6J. Many of the usual propert ies which hold 
for the classical cohomology on the category of polyhedra remain valid for 
the Alexandrov-éech cohomology. Thus, they satisfy all the Eilenberg
Steenrod axioms, [8J. The Alexandrov-éech homology theory also has 
many of the usual properties implicit in the classical th∞ry but it fai ls to 
satisfy one (and only one) of the Ei lcnberg-Steenrod axioms, namely the 
exactness axiom. In the category of compact spaces exactness holds pro 
vided that the coefficient group admit a compact topology or is a vector 
space over any fì.eld, [11J. 

By using the canonical coverings, [12], E.G. Sklyarenko, [19J , gave a de
scription of a new “exact" homology theory on the category of locally com
pact metrizable spaces, called the canonica\ homology theory. The first 
variant of the definition of this theory was, in fact , given in the Steenrod’s 
paper [21J. Moreover, the final homology const ruction, [2J , is one of its 
variants. In certain cases (in just those cases when the Alexandrov-éech 
theory is exact) the canonical and Alexanclrov-éech homology theories are 
isomorphic. Some cases of coincidence of the Steenrod homology theory 
and the Alexandrov-éech homology theory are studied in [18J. Petkova, 
[17], gave an example of a space for which the exact and the Alexandrov
éech homology theories are isomorphic, when the coefficient group is the 
group of integers. 
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In the present work we consider the canonical homology and cohomol
ogy constructions of partitions over a pair of coefficient groups. These 
constructions have many points of contiguity with Alexandrov-Cech and 
canonical theories. 

Denote by Qlc the category of the pairs {(X, A)} of locally compact 
metrizable spaces and their proper continuous maps J : (X, A) • (Y,B) 
That is, X is a locally compact metrizable space, A is a closed subset of 
X , and the inverse image, under J, of any compact subset of Y is compact 
subset of X. A subset A of X is called bounded if its closure A is compact, 
[8]. 

1. Canonical partitions 

This section is devoted to study some essential properties of canonical 
partitions for the objects of the category QÍ.c. The results here are gen
eralizations of those results given in [3] for finite partitions of the objects 
of the category QCM of compact met l'ic pairs and their continuous maps. 

Definition 1.1. A canonical pal'tition of the space X E QÍ.c is a locally 
finite collection D" = {안} of bounded subsets of X such that D" is a 
partition of X , [5], i.e. Ue~ = X and e~ n e~1 = 0 when r f. r'. 

Denote by D(X) the system of all canonical partitions of the space X 
It is easy to show that D(X) is a di l'ected set with respect to the relation 
“<" of refinement and that D(X) can also be considered as the system of 
canonical partitions of the pair (X , A) E Qlc. 

In case (X, A) E QCM , the system of the canonical partitions of X can 
be considered, without 1055 of generality, as the system Df(X) of finite 
partitions. 

Lemma 1.1. Any open covering oJ a space X can be π:fined to a canonical 
partition oJ X. 

Proof. Let ß be an arbit l'ary open covel'ing of the space X. Because X is 
locally compact metrizable space, ß has an open, locally finite refinement 
ß" i.냐.e. ß < ßh’ I때9에]. Since X i엽s loc않a떠11싸ly corr매ac야t me앙triza때b비le s얘pa야ceκ “t follows 
that X is a regular space [1 이. Thel'efore, ß, has a refinement U = {u ,d 
such that ß, < U < U and the elements of U are compact subsets of X , 
[1이 Order the elements u l> U2 , ‘ " uÀ ,'" a l'bitrarily. Define ef u" 

e2' = U2 - Ul ,"' , and 영 = 싸 Um<nUm , . ". It is easy to show that 
D" = {e~} is a canonical pal'tition of X such that U < D". 
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Definition 1.2. Let f : X • Y be a map in Qi.c. A canonical partition 
F = {FÀ } of X is called pre-image of the canonical partition G = {G~} 
of Y , if for each FÀ there is Gμ such that f(FÀ) c Gμ· 

Note that if f : X • Y is a proper map and Da = {안} is a canonical 
partition of Y , then f-l(Da) = {J-l(e~)} is a canonical partition of X , 
and it is a pre-image of Da 

Lemma 1.2. Let f : X -• Y be a map in Qi.c , then everν canonical 
partition G ofY has a pre-ima!J e F. M07'eover, ifG < Gl , then Gl has a 
pπ-image F 1 for ωhich F < F 1

• 

Proof. Let G {G~}. Assume that 꺼 = f-l(Gtl , then f(Ftl = 
f (J-l(G1 )) C G 1, [9]. Let X 2 = X - F1 and F2 = f-l(G 2 ) n X 2 , then 
f(타) c f (J- l(G2 ))nf(X2 ) c G 2nf(X2 ) c G2 , [9]. If X n = X -Ui!>n-l F; 
and Fn = f-l(Gn) n X n, then f( F,’‘) c Gn , 

It is easy to show that F = {FÀ } is a canonical partition of X and it 
is a pre-image of G. The second part of the lemma follows immediately 
from the fìrst part. 

Lemma 1.3. Any open coveπn!J of the pai’‘ (X, A) has a canonical par
tition refinement whose 7'est1'iclion 10 lhe set A is a canonical partilion of 
A. 

Proof. Let β be an open covering of lhe space X. Analogous to the proof 
。f lemma (1.1) the locally compaclncss and met끼zability of X irr때r 

ß has a locally fin띠1끼i“t“e re리fìneme삐nt β1 and ß" in turn, has a refinement 
u = {UÀ} such that ßl < U < U, where the members of U are compact 
su bsets of X , [1 이. Order the elemenls Ul , tt2 , ... ,UÀ , ... arbitrarily. Then 
U n A = {uÀ n A} is a locally finile open cove끼 ng of A. By Lemma 1.1, 
there exists a canonical partition Da = { e~ } of A such that U n A < Da 
Let FÀ = UÀ - (A U Uμ〈서iμ). IL is clcal‘ thal F = {FÀ} is a canonical 
partition of X - A. If G consisls of the elements of bolh Da and F , then 
G is a canonical parlition of X such lhat U < G and G n A = Da. 

Lemma 1.4. Let Da be a canonical )Ja7'lition of a c/osed subset A of 
the space X , then the7'e exists a canonical pa7 .tition G of X such thal 
Da = AnG 

Proof. Since X is a melrizable space, it fo llows that A is also metrizable 
and then A is paracompact , [9]. Occause Da = { e~} is a locally finile 
partition of the paracompact space A, then there is a locally fìnite family 
{ßr} of open sets such that e~ C ß,. for cach 7' , [16] , i.e. ß = {ßr} is an 
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opeo ∞veriog of A. Assume that "r is ao opeo subset of X such that 
ßr = A n "r' This means that F = U 니 {X - A} is an opeo coveriog 
of X. Theo, by Lemma 1.3, F has a caoooical partitioo G of X whose 
restrictioo is D" , i.e. D" = G n A. 

2. Canonical homology and cohomology construc
tions 

Io this article, the canonical homology [cohomology] groups of pa띠
tioos aod their boundary [cobounda떼 。perators aod induced homomor
phisms are introduced. 

If D" E D(X) , then its nerve X" is the locally fioite complex whose 
vertices are the elements of D" and the vertices e~o' e~， ' ... ， e~ø form a 
p-simplex iff n:;o학 해， where 학 denotes the closure of e~. in X , [14]. 

Consider the pairs (G, G1
) and (F, F 1

) of abelian groups , where G1 

and F 1 are subgroups of G and F , respectively. 
A p-chain of X" over a pair (G, G1

) of coe쩌cient groups is a p-chain 
cp of X" over G such that cp(tP ) E G1 for almost all p-simplexes tP of 
X" , [1] , [4]. Denote by C,,(X,,; G , G1 )[C"(X,,;F, F 1

)] the chain [cochain] 
complex {Cp(X,, ;G, G1) , â,,} [{CP(X,,;F, F1) , ð"}] , where Cp(X,, ;G, G1) 
[CP(X,,; F, F 1

)] is the group of all p-chains [p-cochains] of X" over (G , G1 ) 

[(F, F 1
)] , and â,, [ð"] is the usual boundary [coboundary] homomorphisms, 

[20]. 
For every D" E D(X) , consider in the complex X" the close뼈ds잉u배bcom 

p미야lex A객~ cons따찌l샌s인i때s야찌ti띠10맨l멍go이f“띠t“싸삐hos않es잉lmp미le앙xes (e~o' e강 .. e~p) such that n:;o(택뉴껴) ￥ 
0. The nerve A" of the pa띠tion D" n A = {e~. n A} of A is the sim
plicial complex whose vertices are the elements of D" n A and the ver-
tices e~o n A , e~， n A , ••• e~p n A form a p-simplex if 야;o(똑n A) i' 
0. Therefore, the two simplicial complexes A" and A~ are isomorphic. 
Hence we can identify the chain complex C,, (A ,,; G, Gl) w뻐 a su뼈bcom 
p미lex 0이f the chain complex C,, (X,,; G, G1

) , [15]. Let C"(X,,, A,,; G, Gl) = 
C,,(X,, ;G , G1) /C,, (A ,, ;G, G1) and C"(X" , A,, ;F, Fl) be thesubcomplex 
of C"(X,,; F, F 1

) consisting of those cochains that vanish on simplexes 
of A" , [15] , [19]. Let Hp(X" , A,,; G, G1

) and HP(X" , A,,; F, Fl) be the 
p-dimensional homology and cohomology groups of the chain complex 
C"(X,,, A,,; G, G1

) and cochain complex C"(X" , A,,; F, F 1
) , respectively 

The relation D" < Dp in D(X) defines a vertex map ÍÏ"β" X，β • X" 
such that ÍÏ"p,,(Aþ) C A~. The compactness of the closures of the members 
of D" , Dp impJies that ÍÏ"p" is a locally-finite simplicial map. It induces a 
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chain map π$" : c'f- (X{J, Aβ;G， G 1 ) • Cf- (X" , A,,; G, G1), and a cochain 

map P:{J : C 1- (X" , A ,,; F, Fl) • C1- (X，β ， A{J; F, F 1
) , which, in turn , defìne 

the corresponding homomorphisms 

π~". Hp(X{J, A{J; G, G1) • Hp(X" , A,,; G, G1) and 

P:{J. W(X" ,A,, ;F,F 1) • W(X{J, A{J; F, F1), [8] , [2이. 

It is not difficult to prove that the collection {Hp(X" , A,,; G, G1), π~"J 
[{ HP(X" , A,,; F, F1), P:{J.}] is an inverse [direct] system of groups on the 
directed set D(X) , [8]; it is called the p-dimensional canonical homology 
[cohomology] system of (X,A) over (G,G1)[(F,F 1

)]. 

Definition 2.1. The inverse [direct]limit of the p-dimensional canonical 
homology [cohomology] system is denoted by Hp(X, A; G, G1 )[HP(X, A; F, F 1)] 
and is called the p-dimensional canonical homology [cohomology] group of 
partitions of (X, A) over (G , G1)[(F,F 1)] , i.e. 

Hp(X,A;G,G1) = 1~{Hp(X" ， A，， ;G ， G1) ， 생。J 

[W(X, A; F, F1) = 1띤1{ W(X" , A,,; F, F1), P~{JJ]. 

Let / : (X,A) • (Y, B) be in thc category QÌ,c and / - 1 : D(Y) • 
D(X) defìned by /-I(D,,) = D~ = {J - l(e") }, where D" = {e"} E 
D(Y). For each D" E D(Y) t he map / naturally defines the simpli
cial map /" (X". ,A".) • (Y" , ß ,,) which, in turn , defines the ho
momorphisms, [8], /.. Hp(X". , A".; G, G1) • Hp(κ ， B，， ;G ， G1 ) and 
/~ : lfP(κ ， B，， ;F， F1 ) • HP(X". , A".; F, pi). One can show that the 
homomorphisms {J" .}[ {J;}] togethcr wi 미1 /-1 form a map 낀{자] of the 
p-dimensional canonical homology [cohomology] system of (X, A)[(Y, B)] 
into that of (Y, B)[(X, A)] , [8]. 

Definition 2.2 . The inverse [direct]limit of the map 1í [72] is the homo
morphism 

/. Hp(X. A; G, G1) • Hp(Y, B; G, G1) 

[J" W(Y,B;F,F 1
) • HP(X, A; F, FI )], 

[8]; it is called the induced, by thc map /, homomorphism. 

For each D" E D(X) = D(X, A) the following sequences 

0 • Cp(A,,; G, G1 )부.Cp(X，，; G, G 1 )2여Cp(X" ， A,,; G, G1
) • o (2.1) 
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0-• CP(X" , A"j F , F 1 )~CP(X"j F , F1 )각~CP(A"j F， Fl) -+ 0 (2.2) 

are exact , [13] . Therefore, their homology sequences are the following 
exact sequences, [13] . 

S" 

S" 

... -• Hp(A"jG， G1 )과→Hp(X"j G， G1 )꽉~Hp(X" ， A"j G, G1
) 

A1 

二으~Hp- l (A"j G, G1
) • 

.. -• HP(X。， Aa; F, I? l )과，fIP(Xa; F, FI)파*HP(Aa ; F, FI) 

~HP+J (X" ， A" j F , F 1
) • 

where 정 and /j1 a are the connected homomorphisms of (2.1) and (2.2) , 
respectively, [1 3]. If D " < Dß in D(X) , then the map ii"ß" defines ho. 
momorphisms 채". : Sß • S" and P~ß. S" • Sß. It is easy to show 
that {S" ， 캠。J and {S" ， p싫J are inverse and direct systems over D(X), 
respectively, 에. Their limits: 

• Hp(Aj G, G1 )D(X)과~Hp(XjG ， Gl)과~Hp(X， AjG ， Gl) 
.1 

~Hp_l(Aj G,G1)D(X) • 

• HP(X,A,F,F1)LIIP(X; F,FI)LHP(A; F,F1)D(X) 

LHP+I(X,A,RFl) -- -

are called the adjusted canonical homology and cohomology sequences 
of (X, A), respectively, where the subscript indicates the directed set on 
which the inverse 0 1' direct system is defined , [8]. To compare the groups 
with the subscript D (X) with the groups without this subscript, consider 
the natural map tþ : D(X) • D(A) defined by tþD" = D" n A. The map tþ 
and the appropriate identity maps of the homology [∞homology] groups 
yield the map of inverse [direct] systems 

φ {Hp(A"jG ， G1 ) ， 샘。.} • {Hp(A"j G, G1 ) ， 힘.} D(X) 

[φ {W(A"jF， Fl )， p~ßJD(X) - • {W(A"j F, F 1
) , P~ßJ ] 

By using lemma (J .4), one can show 마at the image of tþ is a cofinal subset 
of D(A) and thus, in virtue of theorem 3.15 and 4.13 of chapter vnr in [8] , 
the limit homomorphism of φ is an isomorphism, i.e. tþ∞ : Hp(AjG,G1

) ~ 
H p(Aj G, G1 )D(X) and tþ∞ : W(A j F, F 1 )D(X) ~ HP(A j F , F 1

). 
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Defìnition 2.3. The boundary and coboundary homomorphisms 8. 
Hp(X , A; G, G') • Hp_,(A;G ,G1

) ,S': fIP(A;F,Fl) • HP+1(X, A, F, Fl) 
are defined as 8. = '"강 8; ， S' = 8"('"∞t'. 

Thus, we have constructed the triples of functions H. = {Hp ,J., 8.} 
and H' = {HP , f*, S' }, where Hp[HP] denotes the canonical homology 
[cohomology] groups of partitions over the coe쩌cient pair (G,G')[(F,F')] 
which are defined for every object (X, A) in the category Q 'Lc and for each 
non-negative integer p. The triple H.[H'‘] is called the canonical homol
ogy [cohomology] co따truction of partitions. The canonical homology and 
cohomology sequences of a pair (X , A) E Q'Lc are the sequences: 

... • Hp(A; G, G')~JJp(X; G, G')수.JJp(X， A; G, G') 

3늘JJp_ ， (A;G， G') - • 

• EP(X， A;F， FI)」→W(X;F， F')스-+W(A;F， F') 

￡+HP+l(X， Ai F , Fl) -• ... 

where i : A • X andj: X • (X , A) are inclusion maps. It is not diflicult 
to show that these two sequences are isomorphic to the corresponding 
adjusted canonical homology and cohomology s여uences. 

3 , Axiomatic characterization of the constructions 
H. and H' 

Here, we mainly consider the canonical homology and cohomology ∞n

structions of partitions H. and ll' fl'O m the point of view of the seven 
axioms of Eilenberg-Steenrod , [8]. 

Theorem 3. 1. The canonical homology and cohomology constructions of 
partitions JJ. , H' satisJy the Jù‘'st three axioms oJ Eilenberg-Steenrod. 

Proof Actually, the first two axioms i1l'e obtained from theorems 3.14 and 
4.12 of chapter VIII in [8]. The third axiom for H. follows immediately 
from the commutativity of the following diagram: 
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Hp(X , A; G, G1
) -8--:• Hp_1(A; G, G1

)O(X) 
</>，∞-+ Hp_1 (A; G, Gl) 

(Jμ'). 1 

Hp(Y, B; G,G1
) -8--:• Hp_1(B; G, G1

-)O(Y) -φ-∞-+ Hp_1(B;G ,G1) 

The proof for H' is similar. 

Theorem 3.2. For any pair (X , A) E Qi,c the canonical homology [co
homologyJ sequence over the paú' (G , Gl )[(F, F 1

)] of discrele groups is of 
order two [exacυ Moreover, if (X , A) E QCM , G is a compact group and 
G1 is a closed subset of G, then the canonical homology sequence over 
(G , G 1

) is exacl. 

Proof. The exactness of the canon ical homology and cohomology se
quences is replaced by the exactness of the adjusted canonical sequences 
of (X , A). For the simplicial pair (X" , A,,), the homology [cohomology] se-
quence S,, [S"] over (G, Gl )[(F, Fl)] is exact, [13]. Since {S,,; 1r~".r {S" , P:ø,}] 
is an inverse [direct] system, then the adjusted canonical homology [coho
mology] sequence of (X,A) over (G ,G1)[(F,F 1

) ] is of order two [exact], 
[8]. 

If (X, A) E QCM , then for the 뼈ve (X" , A,,) of the finite partition 
D~ E DJ(X) the groups Hp(A ,,; G, G1) , Hp(X,,; G, G1

) and Hp(X" , A,,; G, G1
) 

are identical with the corresponding groups Hp(A ,,; G) , Hp(X,,; G) and 
Hp(X" , A,,; G) , respectively. Since G is compact, then, for each D~ E 
DJ (X) , the following exact homology sequence of (X" , A,,) over (G , G1

) 

is composed of compact groups: 

• Hp(A ,, ;G,G1
) - • Hp(X ,, ;G,G1

) - • Hp(X" , A,,; G, G1
) 

--+ Hp _ 1(A ,, ;G,G1
)-• 

Therefore, its limit sequence corresponding to the directed set DJ (X) is 
the following exact sequence, [8] , 

• Hp(A; G, G1 
)OJ(X) - • Hp(X;G ,G1

) - • Hp(X ,A; G,G1
) 

-• Hp _ 1(A; G, G1 
)OJ(X) - • 

This means that the adjusted canonical homology sequence of the pair 
(X, A) is exact which proves the exactness of the canonical homology 
sequence of (X,A) over (G ,G1

) 
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